
SOCIAL SECURITY ACTS 1975 TO 1980

CLAIR HE SICKNESS Rmm'IT

DECISION OZ THE SOCIAL SECURITY CONMISSIOEER

Decision C.S. 10/81

1. ~ decision is as follows:

(1) Sickness benefit is not payable from 14 November 1976 to
14 June 1978 (both dates included) becsnse the claim was
made on 15 June 1979 and there is sn absolute statutory
bar to the payment of sickness benefit in respect of sny
period more than 12 months before the date on which the
claim is made.

(2) The cl~<~t is disqualified for reoeiving sickness
benefit (or invalidity benefit as appropriate) from
15 June 1978 to 7 June 1979 (both dates included) because
his claim for that period made on 15 June 1979 was not
macle within the time limit set out in the regulations and
he has not proved that there was continuous good oause for
the delay in ~~<~~ the claim.

($) The claim for 8 and 9 June 1979 was made within the said
time limit and accordingly the cl~~m~t does not fall to
be disqualified for those days on the ground of delay in
claimknu ~

2. The cl~<~~t claimed sickness benefit for the period 14 November
1976 to 15 June 1979 on form Ned $ which he signed and dated 15 June
1979. The claim was received in a local office of the Department of
Health and Social Security on 20 June 1979. I am prepared in this
case to accept that the claim was posted on 15 June 1979. This is
accoWi~~y the date of claim: see section 79(6) of the Social
Security Act 1975.

It is not in dispute that the cla~~~t was incapable of work by
reason of myocardial infarction throughout the period 14 November 1976
to 15 June 1979. The period. before me is 14 November 1976 to 9 June
1979, in respect of which the cl~<~~t was disqualified by the local
tribunal.
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4. Sickness benefit cannot be paid to the cl~<~~t from
14 November 1976 to 14 June 1978 because section 82(2)(c) of the
Social Security Act 1975 imposes an absolute statutory bar on such
payment. The statutory authorities who include the Commissioner)
have no power to disregard that bar and. to pay an award, for that
period. ~ decision on this is set out in paragraph 1(1).

5. ks regards the period from 15 June 1978 to 7 June 1979, in
respect of which there is no statutory bar to the claim, the question
at issue is whether the cl»~~~t falls to be disqualified on the
ground of the delay in cl~~~<~~. The prescribed time for el<i~<~~,
not being an original claim as the cl~<~~t had claimed snd received
sickness benefit on a previous occasion, was the period of 6 days
from the earliest day in respect of which the claim is made. The
time is prescribed by statutory regulations, whioh have been laid
before Parliament before beco~4~~ law. If the claim is made outside
the time limit, the cl~<~t is disqualified for receiving sickness
benefit for any day more than 6 days before the date on which the
claim was made, unless he shows continuous good cause for the delay
throughout a period immediately preceding the date of claim. The
question at issue as regards the period 15 June 1978 to 7 June 1979
is whether such continuous good cause has been shown, and the onus
of doing so rests on the cl~<~~~ts see the Social Security (Claims
and Payments) Begulations 1975, regulation 13 and Schedule 1, since
replaced by the Social Security (Claims and Payments) Regulations
1979, regulation 14 and Sohedule 1, which came into operation on
9 July 1979 and. are in identical terms in this respect.

6. The initial reason given by the cle<~~wt for the delayed claim
was that "ks I had been self employed I did not t»~> that I would
be entitled to any sick psy". Later, the cl~<~nt stateds "If I had
known that I was entitled to benefit obviously I would have claimed
in the first instance". In his grounds of appeal to the local
tribunal, the cl~i~~t set out his case in full!

"I retired from business for health reasons on 31 October 1976.
On the 14th November 1976 I suffered a coronary tJmulbosis.
Since then I have been under continuous medical care. Due to
my state of health it is not advisable for me to appear before
the tribunal in person.

In June this year my doctor, by chance, asked if I was receiving
sickness benefit. I replied that having been self-employed I
was not entitled to claim benefit. The doctor pointed out that
as a self-employed person he could obtain sick benefit and so
should I. Up to then I believed that my contributions only
covered pension and medical attention. It is therefore my
opinion that the Department of Health and Social Security have
not taken any adequate steps to inform the self employed of
their entitlements. In my opinion it is not sufficient to
print a leaflet (I have yet to see such leaflet) if it is not
brought to the notice of the people concerned either by direct
communication or thxough the press etc. Contributions are
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payable by law and in return surely it is reasonable to expect
that adequate steps are taken to inform contributors of their
position on benefits.

I therefore appeal against the decision of the Insurance
Officer on the grounds that his Department has kept me (and
many more) in ignorance by failing to bring to my notice the
entitlements ayplicable to a self employed person".

The local tribunal disallowed the appeal and the cl~<~~t now appeals
to the Commissioner on grounds vhich are, essentially, those set out
above. Special reliance is placed on Commissioner's Decision
No C.S. 11/79, which is discussed in paragraph 7 belov.

7. In Decision —No-C.S.—1-1/79-," which —is-dated —8- -October —1979~fhe
Commissioner disallowed vith reluctance an appeal by a self-emyloyed
cl~~~~t against disqualification for receiving sickness benefit on
account of the lateness of his claim In doing soy the Commissioner
wrote, in par~~aphs 9 and. 11!

"9. I find this case a little disquieting, in that it would
aypear that there is a large body of self-employed persons who
do not sypreciate the full extent of their entitlement, and are
suffering in consequence. No positive attempt, however, is
syparently being made in official quarters to disabuse them of
their ignorance ..........

11. Too many self-employed persons, it would. aypear, believe
that their contribution is merely for the provision of a pension
and the support of the National Health Service. Unless offioial
attempts are made to communicate to self-employed persona the
full extent of their rights, the time may veil come when it would.
be inappropriate to disallow benefit for lateness. Hovever, I
do not think that that point has yet been reached. I consider
that it was incumbent on the clei~t to have made sypropriate
enquiry before reaching his mistaken conclusion that he was not
entitled to sickness benefit."

8. Decision C.S. 11/79 cannot, in my judgment, be relied upon in
this case. In an unreported decision, the reference to which on
Commissioner's file is C.S. $)0/1979, and. which is dated 15 October
1980, the same Commissioner, after quoting the passages from his
previous decision which I have set out above, concluded that he had
no option but to disallow a similar sypeal because, as he wrote in
paragrayh 8:

"I thi~k that what I said in the earlier case applies
equally'o

the facts of the present aypeal. The date of my earlier
decision vas 8 October 1979, whereas the events which are the
subject matter of the present appeal occurred in late 1978, so
that at that time the authorities had had no opportunity of
giving appropriate publicity to the entitlement of self-
employed persons in the vay suggested in my earlier decision".
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Since, in the present case also, the cle<~~~t beoame aware of hie
entitlement to, and claimed benefit, before Decision C.S. 11/79 was
given, that decision does not assist the cla<~t.
9. I do not myself accept that any failure of the authorities to
give appropriate publicity to the rights of self-employed contributors
to claim sickness benefit can by itself oonstitute good cause for
delay in cia<~~~~. The principles on which a person's ignorance of
rights can oonstitute good cause for delay ia cl~™N~are similar
to those applicable to delayed complaints of unfair dismissal. These
vere clearly stated. by the Court of Appeal in Wall'e Neat Co Ltd v

f 19791 I C.R. '52. In that case the Court vas coacerned with an
employee's deleted complaint of unfair dismissal made to an industrial
tribunal. Lord De~~<~~ NR said (at page 56) "Ignoranoe of his rights-
or ignorance of the time limit - is not just cause or excuse, unlessit appears that he or his advisers could not reasonably be expected
to have been avaze of them". In the same case Brandoa L J pointed
out that there could be good cause for delay if +e delay was due to
a mistaken belief reasonably held. That principle has frequently
been applied by the Commissioner in cases where a cl~<~t has been
unavare that he is entitled to an increase of benefit on account of
his vife,"due to the raising of the e~<~gs limit to a higher figures
see, for example, Commissioner'e Decision R(P) 1/79. It has also
many times been applied ia cases vhere a woman has retired from
employment when expecting a child and. having ceased to contribute has
failed to claim maternity allovance in time, being unaware that her
previous contributions made while employ'ed had oonferred on her
residual rights. In both these types of case, the cl~<~t could not
reasonably have been expected to have been aware of his or her
entitlement to benefit or an increase of benefit there being not><~~
about vhich they could reasonably have been expected to make enquiry.
Iu contrast, there is a long seriee of Commissioners'ecisions in
which a self-employed cia<I t's failure to claim benefit in time
owing to pure ignorance of the fact that sickness benefit is available

'o

self-employed contributors has been held to disqualify the cl~t
on the ground of late claims see Decision R(S) 1/7). In each cases,
a cl~~t oould reasonably have been expected to make enquiry of the
Department of Health and Social Seourity.

10. The position as regards the self-employed contributor who olaims
sickness benefit late oviag to ignorance vae clearly explained in
Decision Io C.S. 16/79 in the following passagess

"5.........since the social security scheme vas first intro-
duced in 1948, self-employed p~ons have almgrs been entitled
to claim sickness benefit. There ape leaflets available at
social security offices dealing with every type of benefit and
leaflet NI 41 gives guidance to the self-employed and lists
7 benefits to vhich they'ave title, incl~~Ã~~~ sickness benefit
and invalidity benefit. Ignorance of entitl~nt, of itself,
has never been held to constitute good cause for a late claim,
and indeed could not be. It is not so much ignorenoe as the
cause of ignorance, namely failure to enquire about entitlemeat,
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at any local office of the Department which does not constitute
good cause for a delayed claim...............
6. Persona are expected to look after their own interests and
to make enquiries. It mar not be reasonable to expect persons
to enquire about their entitlement to benefits in the abstract
when they have no present reason for ~<~~ a claim; but it is
reasonable to expect that a person who is incapable of work
owing to sickness should make a simple enquiry at any local
social security office, by telephone or by'ny of the other
normal means of communication. If a person is too ill to make
enquiry that may oonstitute good cause for delagr in cla~~i~~,
depending upon the nature of the illness, the cl~~~~t's
domestic circumstances and the length of the period of the
dele'. If a person is an in-patient in hospital, he is deemed
to satisfy the provision as to good oause for delay in cl~<~~~~
for 1) weeks .........Persona paying national insurance
contributions might also be expected to have the curiosity to
find. out the benefits for which they are contributing.

7. While I sympathise with the cle<~~t, her reason for the
delay in cl~<~«~ is solely her ignorance of her entitlement
based on a mistaken and unverified impression that as a self-
employed person she was not entitled to this benefit. I do not
find that she has proved there was good cause .........."

11. In considering whether a person whom it is acoepted was ignorant
of his rights —or ignorant of a time limit for cl~<~~» benefit—
could not reasonably have been expected to be aware of them, so as to
constitute good cause for the delay in cl~<~<~~, the first question
that should be asked is whether the cl~<~~~t made sny enquiries as to
the position of the local, or any other, office of the Department of
Health and Social Security and, if he has not done so, whether he
could reasonably have been expected to make such enquiries./( I am
prepared to assume, as probable, for the purposes of this decision
that there is a large number of self-employed persona who are totally
unaware of the fact that they are entitled to olaim sickness benefit,
should they fall sick. When such a person does fall sick, he can
reasonably be expected to make, or institute, an enquiry as to his
rights at the local, or other convenient, social security office. If
he fails to do so, and. there are no special circumstances justifying
that failure (e.g. that the cl~~~~t was too ill to make, or institute
sny enquiry) it cannot be held that the cl~~~t could not reasonably
have been expected to be aware of his rights.

12. In the present case, the cl~~~~t, from the time when he first
suffered a coronary thrombosis on 14 November 1976 until his doctor
told him in June 1979 that he might be entitled to'ickness benefit,
the cl~<~~nt never made any enquiry of the social security authorities.
There is no suggestion that he was too ill to do so. His reason for
the delay in cla<~i~~ was simply his mistaken and unverified belief
that as a self-employed person he was not entitled to the benefit.
Since he made no enquiry, I cannot hold that his belief was reasonably
held. Good cause for the delay in claiming for the period 15 June 1978
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to 7 June 1979 has accordingly not been showa. Ny decision on this
point is set out in palp.aph 1(2).

1). ks regards the period 8 and 9 June 1979, the claim vas timeous
and the claim does not fall to be disqualified on this ground. Ny
decision on this is set out in paragraph 1($)

(Signed) 7 G H Hallett
Commissioner

Date: 1 July 1981
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